To

All State Directors

Subject:- Guidelines for deployment of NYVs for the year 2018-19, regarding..

Sir/Madam,

With reference to the subject cited above, please find enclosed herewith guidelines for selection of NYVs for the year 2018-19. All State Directors may go through the guideline carefully and forward the same to all DYCs under their jurisdiction for immediate action.

While implementing the selection process, following points needs to be considered on priority.

a) Age limit is 18 years to 29 years.
b) Monthly honorarium is Rs-5000/-
c) Deployment period for the fresh volunteers should be clearly mentioned i.e only up to 31st March 2019, in the deployment letter.
d) All eligible cases of extension for 2nd year, if any, should be placed before the selection committee, with all necessary documents/performance report for consideration and approval of the selection committee.
e) Advertisement should be issued in local leading news paper on 26/02/2018 (except election bound States, if any.)
f) All volunteers should have their Aadhar number. Bank accounts of volunteers should be linked to their Bank account (this matter should be explained in detail to all candidates before the interview itself. Accounts should be opened only in Nationalized Banks. Jan Dhan accounts, accounts in private banks including cooperative banks are not entertained. This should be explained to all candidates before the time of interview.
g) The selection process in the election bound states should be taken up immediately after the code of conduct is over.
h) State Directors should monitor district-wise progress for ensuring strict compliance of time schedule as mentioned in the guideline.

i). PAO State Directors are directed to release Rs- 5000/- per district for the purpose of NYV selection, out of available fund, immediately. The required fund is being released from the Hqtrs to PAOs.

j) All State Directors should plan for TOT and identification of Government training institute for conducting NYV training during April 2018.

Encl: as above

Yours Faithfully

Sunil Malik
Director (I/C)

Copy to:
- All VCs & BOG Members for kind information
- Deputy Director (RET), NYKS
- PS to DG